
The Cayuse Research Suite utilizes three decades of experience and leadership in life sciences research and facility management 

to provide a stable administrative foundation for your organization. Cayuse’s Risk Management solutions ensure compliance and 

decrease administrative burdens for your organization.

Human Ethics, Animal Oversight, Hazard Safety, Outside Interests, and Training Records support Cayuse’s Risk Management 

solutions by enhancing security, reducing errors, and protecting your subjects, researchers, and institution.

Human Ethics
(IRB)

Human Ethics features 

electronic IRB protocol 

preparation, submission, 

and routing to improve 

collaboration among 

administrators, researchers,  

and committee members.

Outside Interests
(COI)

Outside Interests requires 

no training and effortlessly 

guides research staff through 

the processes of conflict of 

interest (COI) disclosures. 

Animal Oversight
(IACUC)

Animal Oversight manages 

the entire lifecycle of 

IACUC protocols by helping 

to electronically prepare, 

submit, and route studies for 

committee approval. 

Hazard Safety
(IBC)

Hazard Safety ensures  

that protocols adhere  

to IBC and NIH  

requirements to promote 

safety and compliance 

alongside efficiency.

Risk Management
Cayuse Human Ethics, Animal Oversight, 
Hazard Safety, Outside Interests, and 
Training Records prioritize safety  
and reduce potential compliance risks
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Cayuse empowers organizations to conduct globally connected research and modernize research administration.  

Our industry-leading cloud-based research platform powers a suite of applications that maximizes researcher success,  

improves collaboration, and simplifies work across the entire research lifecycle including commercialization and tracking  

of research outcomes. The Cayuse global community includes academic institutions, pharmaceutical and biotech companies, 

hospitals and health systems, government agencies, independent research institutions, and non-profit organizations.
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Human Ethics Highlights
 • Human Ethics is intuitive to use, with familiar form 

templates developed with an AAHRPP-accredited partner, 

a drag-and-drop builder, the ability to revert to previous 

drafts, and the ability to skip logic or conditional branching.

 • Human Ethics has proven to reduce time spent on IRB 

applications by 70%. 

Outside Interests Highlights
 • Enable research administrators to ensure compliance and 

minimize liability with features like auto-approvable  

disclosures and quick access to comprehensive overviews  

of disclosure statuses. 

 • Simplify COI disclosures to the point that no training is required. 

Animal Oversight and Hazard Safety Highlights
 • Ensure accurate information for compliance and protocols with filter-driven USDA and AAALAC reports and automatic 

notifications for annual and De Novo renewals.

 • Receive instantaneous access to the latest protocol version, change tracking, and side-by-side version comparisons for 

absolute transparency.

 • Improve internal collaboration and reduce protocol approval time with fully built-in workflows, agenda management,  

and committee meeting management.

 • Automatically track training requirements to expedite protocol authorship and approval with Animal Oversight’s  

Training Records.    

 • Support multiple independent IACUCs within the same organization with Animal Oversight. 

 • Manage an IBC or NIH protocol’s entire lifecycle from authorship to end of study with Hazard Safety.

The Human Ethics dashboard is fantastic…In the past, 

it was unheard of to turn around something in  

48 hours. Now we can do that. It’s really that much  

of a game-changer.”

Outside Interests will reduce the time needed to 

file a COI disclosure from 20+ minutes to only a 

minute or two.”

“

“

Jonathan Lyon
Vice Provost, Merrimack College

Michael Briggs
Director of Research Integrity, Chapman University
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Visit cayuse.com to:
 • Request a personalized demonstration for your institution

 • Learn more from virtual product overviews

 • Read Cayuse’s Risk Management case studies with Lindenwood University,  

Franklin University, and more

We can now turn around exempt studies in three days, 

even 24 hours sometimes.”“
Michael Leary
Director of Research and Compliance, Lindenwood University

https://cayuse.com/
https://cayuse.com/risk-management/
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